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Abstract. The role of IT at the workplace has changed dramatically from
being a tool within the work environment to include all aspects of social and
private life. New workplaces emerge where IT becomes more and more divergent, embedded and pervasive. These new aspects of IT at work need to be addressed with new or adapted human centred activities. This paper present and
discuss a modified version of personas called contextual personas developed to
better address the new working life. The contextual personas were developed
using contextual inquiry, and focus groups as well as argumentative design.
From the process of developing the contextual personas we learned that they are
indeed a promising tool to understand the new work situations, and especially
the holistic view of IT at work as they bring the whole working-life of the personas into focus. Finally, we discuss in what way the contextual personas could
give developers extended understanding of the users’ future office work environment.
Keywords: Personas, digital work environment, usability.

1

Introduction

Working life has been changing for many with a move towards goal oriented tasks,
informal communication and virtual collaboration. Moreover, the use of IT has moved
from being an isolated tool within the work environment to becoming pervasive
through for example mobile apps and social media. Hence this shift has led to work
that blurs the borders to social and private life, which is related to definition of one’s
identity as a digital person in a technical world. Often these changes of working life
are enhanced through technology with the technical solutions available. It is common
that people use various computer systems, including various equipment to use those
such as mobile phones, tablets and laptops. Moreover, they are at different places
while using the software systems. This creates complexities that are new and challenging. Other new ways of managing private life and working life has emerged, and

one can note trends like for example BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) where the
company policy allows employees to bring their own technology to the workplace.
This shift makes systems development ever more complicated and there is an increasing need for illustrating this new work situation in order to better understand all the
variations in the work environment that has emerged.
In this study we made extensive contextual interviews with administrative staff at
university offices to gather information on their current work situation from a computer supported work environment perspective. In the paper, we explain a new method for describing results of such contextual interviews called contextual personas.
These personas are developed to explain the various work contexts of the workers.
Our results show that the employees are willing to give rich information about their
work context, when prompted through the persona descriptions. Through the focus
group discussions of the contextual personas real life was brought into the conversation.
In this paper we describe how contextual personas can be used to elicit IT based administrative work as one method to understand the digital work environment. Firstly
the personas can be used as a tool to describe the work situation and the users within
this work situation, which also extends to social life. However, we also argue that the
contextual personas can be used as a reflexive tool that lets the respondents further
reflect on their own work situation. Hence in our study, the contextual personas gave
us information on the work environment and potential health hazards when looking at
the holistic work situation including IT based tools and the overarching workload. On
concrete finding from our interviews has implications for pervasive and smart workplaces, since the perceived connectedness of these administrators led to an always on
status which made it hard for them to feel that they were ever free from work. Furthermore we discuss how the personas can be used in pervasive and smart workplaces
such as future office spaces presented below.

2

Background

When creating the contextual personas, the healthy work model by Karasek and Theorell [1] was used. Hence the first section below presents this model. This is followed
by a presentation of future offices and the emerging trends in this area. Finally, we
present a short description of research on the personas method.
2.1

Digital Work Environment and Healthy Work

As work has become more digitalised the digital work environment becomes more
central for employees productivity and also wellbeing. The digital work environment
is here defined broadly as the work environment that is the result of digital tools and
work support systems. The digital work environment consists of physical, psychosocial and cognitive problems and challenges. It encompasses all cognitive work situations where people interact or are dependent on computer systems. In this definition
of the digital work environment we also include aspects of integrity, control and surveillance.

When analysing the data from the contextual interviews, the Demand-ControlSupport model is used. In the 1970’s Robert Karasek developed a model for analysing
work-related stressors associated with cardiovascular illness. His demand and control
model was thereafter further developed together with Töres Theorell [1] and is now
one of the most widely used models for explaining psycho-social work conditions and
their effects on health. This model suggests that the combination of perceived demands and perceived control at work is a determining factor for stress. This model
was used since our previous research, see for example [2] and [3] that have shown
that the model is easily understood and applied in organisations when the digital work
environment has been discusses. The figure below illustrates the Demand-ControlSupport Model.

Fig. 1. The Demand-Control-Support Model of stress in a work situation. High job strain, i.e.
high demands in combination with low decision latitude, and low social support are associated
with the highest risks for health problems.

The figure above illustrates how healthy and sustainable a work is, in relation to
the experienced demands, control and social support. High demands are normally not
a problem, if combined with high self-control over work situation and tools and
strong social support from management and colleagues. A skilled worker can experience this as a challenging situation. She has full control over the work conditions and
planning and gets full support when needed. The work is efficient and sustainable. On
the other hand, if high demands are not met by strong self-control and social support,
the situation will soon become dangerous health wise. If the worker does not have
control over work conditions and planning, does not have usable tools and feels totally exposed if things go wrong, the work will be very unhealthy. Such work situations
are associated with high stress. In this extreme, different health risks are common and
people do not withstand the situation for long. Research shows that subjective control

and support factors often decrease when new IT systems are introduced, as did Åborg,
[4,5].
In this research project we have focused on administrative work. The main health
problems in such computer-supported work situations are: Users are bound to use the
computer for a major part of their working hours entailing constrained, static work
postures for long periods. The computer controls the work pace and task order, leaving the users little or no control over their work. Users suffer from stress, caused by
excessive workload, time pressure and poorly designed computer support [6, 7].
Traditionally, occupational health experts work in isolation from the software development process. They evaluate and suggest improvements to existing workplaces and
tools [3]. It is, however, often too late to do something about poorly designed software tools once they have been installed and are running. Thus, poor and inadequate
design leading to health problems cannot be sufficiently modified post-hoc of systems
development when the computer system is in use. Instead, occupational health and
ergonomics experts must be involved in the actual software development process.
Work-related stress has increased in the past years and since long it is well known that
it is a growing health problem [8]. Organisation of work organisation and work content are important factors underlying stress problems, and in work, IT support systems, especially computer software, play a major role. The mental workload tends to
increase when new IT systems are introduced [9], and the decision latitude is lower
for extensive computer users than for others [10].

2.2

Future Offices and its Relevance to HCI

The physical work environment in all its variety is of course another factor influencing office workers [11]. Recently, flexible offices and more specifically management philosophies such as the idea of activity-based working (ABW) has attracted the
interest of both organisations and researchers [12]. Place is here seen as a mediating
factor between people and IT. Indeed, the strategic use of corporate space is seen as
the necessary, though not sufficient, factor in empowering the workforce and ameliorating many of the downsides of computer-supported work [13]. A part of the concept
is increased use of IT in support of both mobility and monitoring, and not surprisingly, the IT industry itself is one of the major proponents of this new way of work [14].
Yet, while ABW is proposed as a solution to the problems associated with open plan
offices, not least cognitive stress, research is inconclusive [15]. In a seminal paper
[16] traces the origins of this seemingly new–anywhere, anyplace–work rhetoric and
exposes some its inherent paradoxes, not least how these images of newness contribute to the conservation of old work patterns.
As IT in the workplace thus becomes more and more embedded and pervasive the
scope for HCI broadens. The pioneering works of [17] have already argued for the
application of usability concepts in the field of facility management, yet the field
seems to have attracted limited attention so far [18]. Instead, the most common tool
seems to be variations on the model developed by [19]), where the amount of face-to-

face interaction is contrasted with the amount of job autonomy (resulting in a matrix
of four basic office types: the hive, the cell, the den and the club). While this broad
categorisation of work can aid planning, other techniques, such as personas, could
provide a deeper understanding on how to improve the quality of work and the work
environment.
2.3

Personas

Within development of IT-based systems, the persona method has become frequently
applied tool and is used extensively in both industry and in research. The persona
method is a user-centred way of representing users in situations where users cannot be
available; the idea is that the overall focus and awareness of the users in development
projects are heightened when working with personas [20]. However the use of the
method can be manifold for example, the personas are described both as a communication tool and as a design aid. However, [21] argues that by trying to separate the
different ways to use the method will help the usability practitioner to more skillfully
use the personas, as well as being open for alternative applications.
Within the field of Human-Computer Interaction, the persona method was originally introduced by Cooper [22], and he argued for hypothetical archetypes of real users
in order to avoid designing systems that become too generic and in the end does not
fit anyone. According to Cooper [22], the personas should be based on actual users
and the personas should be precise and specific since it is more difficult to ignore a
detailed persona than aggregated user data. The ideas is that numerous personas initially are created through an iterative process, and then these are condensed, according to their goals, into fewer but more precise, personas. One more important claim
from Cooper is that even though multiple personas can be created, the developers
should focus on one primary persona [22].
The extensive use of personas result in different views on what should be the basis
of the personas. The most common argument is for collecting qualitative data through
for example interviews and observations of real users [21, 22, 23]. However, the data
underpinning the personas does not need to be based on ethnographic studies of real
users; for example [24] describe personas within secure systems design based on assumptions. Quantitative data from for example surveys can also be used to statistically render personas, although these can later be refined by interviews and observations
[25]. Moreover, the widespread usage of the method in disparate settings and contexts
has made the resulting personas in different shapes and forms. [26] outline in their
paper a loose typology of personas, however, the persona kinds that are described in
their paper are not exhaustive; for example, other possibilities are assumption personas [24] or a collaboration persona [25]. The persona method is also criticised,
where the most alarming critique is that the personas are being misused and that this
leads to designers distancing themselves from real users [28]. [28] argues that it is
better to engage with users directly than to create a façade of user-centeredness [28].
Other types of critique are that the method is difficult to verify as (more) beneficial
compared to other method [29] or that it is inevitable that designers will create stereotypes [30]. Furthermore there is literature that shows when personas have failed to

work, such as the case that [31] present. The reasons for this was mainly because the
design team was not familiar enough with the method and the interaction designers
were not involved in the creation of the personas. [32] present a case where the persona method was abandoned in the context of developing software for mass-market
mobile devices, although this mainly was because of the power and dominion of
stakeholders outside the development organisation. Some recent studies have shown
that the probability of personas being used is higher if the designer has participated in
the creation of them [27, 33](. Furthermore, [34] presents a case where personas were
used outside the development project in which they were developed. In their case the
educational department adopted the personas as a way to introduce newly employed
to different clusters of customers.

3

Using Contextual Personas to Define Current Work Situation

In this section the background of the study is presented as well as the data gathering
method used.
3.1

The Case Uppsala University

Uppsala University is a large Scandinavian research university with about 40 000
students and 6000 employees. The business administration department of the university handles the overall strategic economy at the university, whereas the different business administrators at the departments work with the daily economical work.
The majority of the business administrators at the departments are women. The
work of the business administrators at the different departments at the university are
however organised in many different ways. Some work both with economy, human
resource matters and study administration since they belong to very small departments, whereas others are very specialized in one area such as EU project economy
and work with that full time with the support of a larger group of business administrators. Today, computers constitute the primary working tool for the business administrators at the universities, and hence comprise a major part of the work environment
and procedures.
The study presented in this paper was a part of a collaborative project (KiA) between a research group of Human-Computer Interaction and the university administration [35]. The KiA project ran for two years, 2012-2013, and was coordinated by
the university administration whereas the researchers did most intellectual contributions. It should be noted that the project was not a research project as such but the
researchers were allowed to use the findings for scientific work beyond the project.
The researchers worked within a participatory action research tradition [36, 37] meaning that they were used to work closely with organisations, rather than observing
without interfering.

3.2

Data Gathering

3.2.1 Contextual Inquiry
The data gathering was conducted from May to late August 2013. Field studies and
interviews were conducted with 12 economics administrators at four different institutions in Uppsala University lasted approximately 2-3 hours. The field studies followed the method Contextual Inquiry and its four principles [38]:
Studies of the work in its context. Field studies were conducted on site. Researchers are studying the users who do their tasks and discuss the systems used to
solve them.
Cooperation. The user and researcher work together to understand the user's work.
The researcher alternate between observing the user when they work and discuss what
the user was doing and why.
Interpretation. The researcher share their interpretations and insights with the user during the interview. The user can expand or correct the researcher's understanding.
Focus. The researcher focus the conversation on topics that are relevant to the survey.
During the field studies the researcher took notes using pen and paper. The first
field studies were made with an open mind to understand the work and the situation,
but eventually the researcher asked the business administrator more specific questions
as for example to show some particular parts of the systems or tasks.

3.2.2 Data Analysis and Sketches of Contextual Personas
The collected data was analyzed based on four categories from Karasek and Theorell's model of work [1], and the fourth category was the general working environment problems. Three researchers (three of the authors), analysed the data together in
a workshop in August 2013 and wrote the first descriptions of the three personas together during the workshop which resulted in rough contextual personas. The researchers worked visually with the personas and made use of large white boards
where the dimensions of healthy work were visualised together with descriptions of
personas. After the workshop, the descriptions were reviewed individually by the
researchers and modified. The illustrations of the personas were just modified images
from Clip Art at this point.
3.2.3 Focus Groups
One researcher revisited two of the business administration departments, and arranged focus groups with four and three business administrators to discuss and reflect
upon the presentations made in the personas. After the focus groups the personas were
revised according to the reflections made by the business administrators. An illustra-

tor was asked to draw the faces of each persona according to the descriptions at this
point.

4

Results

4.1

Three Contextual Personas

Three personas were made based on the interviews and analysis of those. Each description was about one page of text describing the personal life, one day at work and
the goals of the persona. Additionally, the need for control, support and the demands
that the persona has are described. Each persona had a figure, illustrated by a professional illustrator. One example of a persona can be seen in figure 2.

Fig. 2. An example of a persona that was created using the contextual personas method

4.2

Reflections on the Contextual Personas

Some really interesting points emerged during the focus group discussions that did
not occur in the earlier interviews. The business administrators really liked the job
descriptions made, and could identify themselves with the personas. Someone said,
“It really feels like this person is working here”.
One of the things that one of the groups wanted to add was how life was affected
by their work. In their mind private life and work forms one whole, and they wanted
that to be better represented in the personas. They also gave concrete examples of
situations where they need to adapt their working hours, their vacation and their
weekends to meet the goals of different business administration deadlines. As a business administrator at the university in their opinion, you need to adapt life to work,
and they often worked long hours before deadlines. One person described that new
deadlines might occur in the calendar if researchers receive new research projects, and
that these have individual deadlines for reporting. Especially EU projects mean a lot
of work for the business administrators, who adapt their working hours according to
the schedule of the projects.
Some business administrators also complained about the current systems at the
university that does not support flexible work, and some systems require that you are
on the university network to be able to work. They also wanted more possibilities to
work using their mobile devices.
Another interesting discussion that emerged was the lack of a persona that would
represent the elderly generation of business administrators. This persona would describe the situation that technology has changed work so much that it is not the same
at all. The persona would illustrate an elderly lady who has had problems understanding the new technology, and being terrified with the changes even though they are at
the very core of their work. This persona has the feeling that her knowledge is not
valid any more.

5

Discussion

The contextual personas were based on the theory of healthy work by Karasek and
Theorell [1]. The theory was used in a very concrete way when designing the personas, and each aspect (control, support, demand) were discussed separately to ensure
the quality of the descriptions. However, during the discussions it became clear that
some aspect of the workplaces were not fully covered by the theory such as for example the aspect of interruptions and doing things in parallel. Other aspects that are not
covered by the model that emerged in the discussions were the personality of the persona and how that affects the perceived stress. The contextual personas method could
hence be further improved in the future to cover all aspects of working life through an
conceptual development of the theoretical foundations of the process. One possible
theoretical model that could be relevant to use to enhance the personas is the EffortReward Imbalance theory that was developed by Johannes Siegrist [39]. This model is
widely used in work environment research and would add aspects of intrinsic and

extrinsic motivation, and overcommitment which is highly relevant in the context of
new ways working.
In our contextual personas we describe the holistic work environment as it is today
for the business administrators. The main difference in our way of describing personas compared to how Cooper defined personas [22] is that Coopers personas are
used for improving one particular software system. The descriptions of these personas
are aimed to describe their way of working solving the goals that the software system
being developed will support in solving. Contextual personas are not focused on the
usage of one system, they are focused on describing the whole context of work, so
contextual personas could typically be using 20 software systems for solving various
tasks at work. The usage of personas in new contexts is also argued in [40] where the
author elaborates on how the users in the study started to more readily talk about their
work situation when confronted with the personas that depicted themselves. This
could be interpreted as the personas as a reflexive tool to be used as trigger material
when talking with users, which in our cased highlighted the diverse and multifaceted
work of the business administrators.
Contextual personas describe the current work situation, similar to Cooper’s personas [22] and to Hackos and Redish’s [41] scenarios. [41] describe two types of
scenarios, “task scenarios” that describe the current situation for a persona and “use
scenarios”, that describe: “the future use of a computer system”. Contextual personas
could also be used in a similar way, using the contextual personas to give insights into
future work environments. Previous research has show that user feedback is often
informal and limited [41]. The contextual personas could work as a new human centred activity that would improve the quality of usability work for developers. In that
case, the personas should be based on data from brainstorming sessions with users, so
the descriptions will not be too hypothetical and superficial. [22] and [38] have emphasised that personas are grounded in interview data from users and are not based on
designers imagination.
There is a need to develop and adapt current human centred activities to better address
the future workplaces, and contextual personas shows promising results in this context. One should note that contextual personas are not recommended to be used in
isolation, but together with other human centred activities to fully incorporate the
essence of future work places. We conclude that the personas need to be complemented with a vision work concerning the future needs and visions of the users as well as
other user centred activities
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